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Bose soundlink color 2 manual

Bold sound wherever life takes you From pool to park to patio, SoundLink Color Bluetooth Speaker II is a sturdy and waterproof companion that's perfect for any adventure. With a soft touch of silicone exterior and built-in call microphone, it's your go-to speaker with bold sound - wherever you need it. Now
in midnight Blue and Yellow Citron. SoundLink Color II is the result of Bose engineering, so it's packed with exclusive technologies. Like double opposing passive radiators, which help it pump out sound while keeping vibrations to the absolute minimum. So we make a speaker that rocks your world without
moving centimeters. Rugged. Soft. Waterproof. SoundLink Color Bluetooth Speaker II is designed for life in progress. The silicone bodies that wrap around give it the compact durability you need to pour it into your bag or backpack and take it anywhere. But it is rounded with a soft touch surface, so it is
still easy to carry in the hand. And, SoundLink Color II is waterproof, so you can listen by the pool or lake, too. It's hard enough to keep up, with a design that keeps your music portable. Play your music wherever you are. No matter what you do. Weighing just 1.2 pounds (0.54 kg), SoundLink Color II is
only a little heavier than a soccer ball. And use is a breeze. Control multiple functions by pressing buttons, such as answering calls on speaker, skipping songs, switching between connected devices, and more. And you can take SoundLink Color II together for day trips without missing the beat of your
music. A rechargeable lythy ion battery gives you up to 8 hours to play. Easy connection. Easy listening. Enjoy any song from almost any device — if it's Bluetooth, you have everything you need to start playing. SoundLink Color II has a reliable wireless range of about 10 feet, and connectivity is
seamless. Voice queries tell you through pairing and you can quickly switch between two connected devices. It even remembers the last eight recently used devices, so you can reconnect your phone, brother's tablet or your roommate's girlfriend's laptop. Find the perfect speaker for your outdoor
adventure 3.5 mm auxiliary input Micro-B USB port Wireless range up to 30 ft (9 m) Battery life up to 8 hours Rated 5 out of 5 alex zunad from The Great Speaker Purchased as a gift. Great sound, easy to use. I want one for myself! Date published: 2020-12-15 Rated 5 out of 5 danc from excellent sound!
This is my second Soundlink, add to the first one I bought. Bose makes a phenomenal sound! Release Date: 2020-12-14 Although all are designed for portability and Bluetooth connectivity, SoundLink speakers differ in size, battery life and composition. • SoundLink Bluetooth Speaker III is the most
powerful portable speaker from Bose, made of premium and has a battery life of up to 14 hours • SoundLink Mini Bluetooth Speaker II delivers full sound with dramatically deep drops, is available in two colours (Carbon or Pearl) and has a battery life of ten hours • SoundLink Color Bluetooth Speaker II
has a waterproof design, has a battery life of up to eight hours and is available in four colours: Yellow Citron , Aquatic Blue Soft Black or Polar White Voice Queries serve two key purposes. First, they provide guidance during bluetooth pairing and connectivity processes so that the user understands how it
works. Second, they identify connected native devices by name, simplifying use from more than one original device. I do. Voice queries can be disabled simultaneously by pressing + (volume up) and - (volume down). We recommend that you leave voice prompts enabled due to the additional functionality
they provide. The SoundLink Color II Bluetooth connection is capable of stable operation up to 30 feet (9 m). Performance can be affected by barriers such as walls or metal, interference from Wi-Fi® or other wireless devices, and Bluetooth deployments from the device manufacturer. SoundLink Color II
tracks the last eight devices that paired and connected to it, the least recently used when the new one was paired. When in Bluetooth mode, SoundLink Color II searches for and connects to two recently connected active Bluetooth-enabled devices. It will receive audio from only one device at a time. If
you want to connect to a previously paired device that isn't already connected, press bluetooth. Click once to identify currently connected devices; Press again (within three seconds) to search for other recently connected devices in the pair list. If you want to connect to a new device, press and hold the
button until the light flashes blue. If voice queries are disabled, the Bluetooth button will behave differently; one push will make SoundLink Color II ready to pair. When the call comes, the sound on SoundLink Color II will pause, and the call will ring through the speaker. If you want to answer a call using
SoundLink Color II, simply press the multi-function button to answer the call. Now you can talk in the speaker itself to make a phone call. After you finish your call, the music playback will continue. Some details of this experience will vary depending on the implementation of the phone manufacturer. When
in audio playback mode, the multifunctional button allows you to play (press), pause (press), track forward (double-click) and track backwards (triple-click). Pressing and holding a multifunction key will activate voice control capabilities of the device (for voice dialing and access to siri or Google Now™).
Pressing the multifunction key again will exit control mode. When an incoming call occurs, pressing the multifunctional button will answer the call, and pressing and holding will decline the call. During the active call, pressing the multifunctional button will end the call. Battery performance varies depending
on the content being played and the volume on which it is played. In typical use, the SoundLink Color II battery lasts up to eight hours. Although it doesn't play music, much of the SoundLink Color II battery charge can be recovered in 3 hours when using a USB power source of at least one power
amplifier. Charging from alternative USB power sources or playing music may take longer. no. The SoundLink Color wireless connection of Speaker II is Bluetooth only. I do. However, the quality of the experience — specifically, syncing between audio and video — can be affected by the implementation
of Bluetooth on your device, and the best performance will occur when wireless interference is minimized by keeping SoundLink Color II and devices in the immediate vicinity, less than 6 feet (2 m), with no objects between them. Using Wi-Fi ® in this area can also affect performance. Yes, by switching to
Stereo mode using the Bose Connect app for dedicated playback left and right. Volume above 80 decibels can be detrimental to hearing. When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, there may even be direct damage. The possibility of hearing impairment depends on the frequency of listening and duration.
Page 2A volume above 80 decibels can be harmful to hearing. When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, there may even be direct damage. The possibility of hearing impairment depends on the frequency of listening and duration. Page 3A volume above 80 decibels can be harmful to hearing. When the
volume exceeds 120 decibels, there may even be direct damage. The possibility of hearing impairment depends on the frequency of listening and duration. 1 2 3 4 Table of Contents 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 34
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